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hello to you all and volcano to what is, I think, one of the best Issues of waver
that I ’ve ever edited. 1 ’ve got a good feeling about this one and, to be honest,
I think that it 's gone very well indeed. This is costly due to the ascent of
feedback that I 've received in the last nonth,

AND lHAT FEEDBACK

It been a very interesting mailbag
this month, some of which you'll get
to read in Fair Comment in a little
while. It would seem that members are
finally getting the idea that if I'n
not doing something right, then let he
know, usually in no uncertain terms,
and solething will be done about it.

LET'S TAKE THE HEADERS

Alright, so you didn't like then. I

did, but you lot didn't. is such,
they‘ve been retired, never to
reappear in NACCI again. In their
placed, I've got three sources.
Firstly, we have the original HACCI

fonts which were used in Issue #50 and
beyond. Seconds, I have a rather
interesting program called Thyne Sign
which is most stunning for creating
headers. I‘d like to thank Hathew
Harris for letting Ie see the progral.
On page 29, the top half of the header
was done using his program.

The final set of fonts now in use
for HACCI (the small ones I use under
and beside the main headings
themselves) come from the wonderful
NicroDesign Extra disc. Very useful,
very readable and, if I nay use a

statenent that hasn't been seen in
“SCI for quite a while (and

originally coined by Peter Ceresole),
they're deeply, deeply sexy.

INAT ELSE IS DIFFERENT

Quite a lot. I've resigned as Fair
Conlent Editor. Ilow, I'd like to make

it quite clear that this is nothing to
do with the letters I've received this
month, the decision was made long
before the convention. I was just
waiting for the right person to come

along to take over.
To be honest, .I had the person in

nind all along, I just had to find a

way of convincing him to do the job.
Hell, I found a way and the new lair
Connent editor was installed halfway
through this issue. That's why half
the letters are answered by me and the
other half by the other chap.

oh yes, I supposed I'd better tell
you who I've conned into doing the
job. Richard Pairhurst nay well be
known to many of you already. He's the
programmer of such classics as
PowerPage 128, Routeplanner and mm
as well as a thousand other utility
programs. Richard also used to write
for hmstrad Action (Techy Torun if you
host know, amongst others) but I've
pronised that we'll not hold that
against him.
He's also the editor a certain

disczine which goes by the nale of
Better Than Life (yes, that one), but
I've also pronised not to hold that
against him either. Then again, if you
believe that, you'll believe anything.

THINGS ARE GETTING BETTER

You may have noticed (I think I've
been here before), that RACCI has been
a little late. It hasn't really been

late at all, it's just another one of
those little changes.
Please notice the copydate. It no

longer reads as the 16th of each
month, it now reads as the 23rd. This
is because I've changed the date when

NACCI arrives with you to around the
7th of every month, instead of the
ist. This is because it easier for me

to work on NACCI if I know that I have
to post it off the Paul for printing
on the last day of the month. It does
make sense if you think about it iron
my point of view.

YEARLY SUBSCRIPTION RATES

I've discussed the matter with Paul
and we think it might be an idea if we

reduced the yearly subscription rate
to make it slightly cheaper if you
subscribe to a full twelve nonths.
Therefore, a yearly subscription

for llIiCCI will cost only £22.00
instead of £24.00. That gives you 12

issues for the price of 11. Take

advantage of the offer.

AH YES, THE POORLY BIT

Before I carry on (Thanx and Stuff is
going to spill over to two pages again
this month) I'd like to thank those
members for their consideration whilst
Iwas poorly recently. How the news
got around so quick is beyond me, I
only told those who needed to know.
Thanks a lot, it was helpful.
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HIRE
EflflMENT

Richard 'Bunny' Fairhurst
Frank Neatherway

3 Glebe Close
Rayliegh
Essex
$56 9HL

TIGGER IESSES II ALL UP

Dear Philip, I've just been catching
up on my WhCCI reading since returning
from my holiday in Canada and Alaska.

You seen to be enjoying and settling
down to your job as editor, keep up
the good work. I see you are asking
for articles etc. for the mag, now
that you are editor, why don't you
print the hundreds of articles I‘ve
already sent in! (or was it just a
small suggestion about 12 months ago!)
If you have forgotten I am referring
to the idea of auto booting CPll by
disconnecting link 7 on the 6128 PCB.

to save rewriting the next two
paragraphs have been extracted from my

original letter that I still had on
disc. ((llrm, I think I managed to
loose them somewhere -Philip»
I don‘t expect to be able to provide

any useful input to the club, but I've
just remembered something that I've
not seen published before, although it
nay have appeared in HACCI and be well
known. 0n the other hand it could be
completely useless, as I understand
not many people use CPH on the CPC.
Ilhen I bought one of the 6128's the
previous owner had set it up so that
on “switch on" it didn't load BASIC as
normal, but would load CPll (with a GP!
disc in the drive of course) without
the need to type (CM, and also on

every reset. To obtain BASIC however,
one had to type AHSDOS after CPH had
loaded.
To obtain the above facility you

have to remove Milk 7 (ie. cut the PCB

track at this point under the painted
arrows). (in the 1995 version, LIllI 1

is to the right of the PCB and just to
the left of IC 212. If you use thIC
and CPU equally, then it would be
better to fit a lake/break switch in
place of Milk 1 and find a place to
mount it on the case.

You thought that some of my last
letter was going to appear in issue
100 but nothing did. I don‘t know what
you were referring to, perhaps it was
my idea of using Iedical swabs for
cleaning edge connectors etc. it may
fill a couple of lines and night he of
interest to some members. «I think it
may well be -Philip))

I like the fact that nore articles
are appearing on programming and
hardware projects and have just read
the piece by that world famous cat, or
is it a tiger? So, 0K, I‘I stupid, and
I left school before they invented
"netric" but how do you count 400

dots, beginning at 0 and end up at
398! you say it's obvious, but I get
399. Similarly 640 counted from 0

gives 639 not 638. Plotting these
points appear on screen.
I am going to build the 32 bit port

by Martin bela but I think that 105 3

and 4 (29011 PH) ZhdZOhPS) may now be
obsolete, my usual supplier, MnPLIlIS
don‘t stock then now. However the
newer faster version (6th 2808 1’10

ZOMZOOGPSC) is available from:

ELECTROHAIL, Corby, llorthants.
Tel.01536 204555.

The part No. is 300—833, price £4.13
plus £2.95 post plus V.h.T. I hope
these will work OK in the project as I
have ordered sone but perhaps you
should check with llartin before you
publish this (that is if you think it
may be useful to other lenbers.)
Christine Raisin seems to have

enjoyed Ghoul Writer and for her first
review it was very good, certainly
better than anything I could write,
however may I say I an a little
confused as to exactly what the
program is supposed to do, text, art
and nusic were mentioned so is it a
word processor art package or music
writer; or all three?

In thCI 102 there was a review of
DISCDLOGY which seems to be a good
copier and even though I already have
sore copy prograns I went to M.
Software (as mentioned at the end of
the review) to buy it, (about 30 miles
away). He told me that he can no
longer supply it, but that in any
event, it was not the sane version as
the one reviewed. So where can the
latest version be obtained from and
will the tape to disc option transfer
commercial games?

All the best
hlan Corcoran

Manchester

«hi there Alan, I didn’t' do very
well there did 1? Sorry about that,
but everything got mixed up at my end
and I made a few errors. hnyway, you
letter is here in all its glory.
the [ll/ll 7 switch seems like an

interesting idea for those of us who

use t'PhI. llind you, I use L'Pll on non so
don ’t imagine that it will fire up. I
as ready to be corrected. Anyone
interested in creating a diagram?
tlrn, yes, about those slight

calculation errors of mine. i think
it's time I went back to school
myself, but when you consider that I
wrote, laid it out and created the
graphics all in the space on an hour,
I don’t think I did too badly.
I hope Martin will check out the new

parts for us and let us all know about
the feasability next month. I’d like
to be able to build the Port myself,
but I just don't have the time. oh
well, I’ll get around to it.
Ghouls writer is a strange program

that denies explanation. It creates
something that's a cross between a
demo and a letter. I ’m afraid that’s
the best I can say. I do use it myself
and it is a lot of fun to use.
As for histology! l have no idea

where to get a copy of the latest
version and I've never tried it to
copy over protected tapes. I use the
£01120 suite now available as PD h’xtra
1-5. Plenty good, plenty useful.
Anyway hlan, sorry for loosing your

letters, it won’t happen again and,
even if it does, it won’t he lay fault;
this is my last lair Comment Philip»
ANOTHER TANDY PROBLEI
Dear Philip, I recently brought a

Tandy DllPZOU Printer for use on a 6128
but I'm having problems. llhen I typed
up stock lists using Protext it looks
fine on screen but when printing it
does not stay in the tab position,
every now and again the item jumps out
of line. tiny suggestions!

Angie Hardwick
Bloxwich

((l ’m sorry Angie, l ’m afraid that l
have no idea. Talking off l'andy Ml’ldd
printers though, i borrowed a manual
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You may have gathered tron last month’s cover,
Than life, the disczine, that is, in all probability,

that sonethi‘ng to do with [letter
everything that Rht't'l

isn‘t, was being dealt with. Indeed it was and I now have the proof.

ARRIVING AT THE CONVENTION

Richard and the Dunnymen arrived in
style, with their DTL teeshirts,
looking somewhat like the Disney ideal
of the Mafia. They set up their
conputers and started to work.
Enter into this scene one Philip

DiRichleau, aka Rigger, aka Hutant Ape
Han fron the planet log (if the DTL

hone page is to be believed) and

asking the thunderbolt question.

"Hey Richard, when is m 3 going to
be ready?”

Cue Richard Pairhurst, looking as
dazzled as if he'd just been caught in
the headlights of car driven by Angela
‘Bunny Killer‘ Cook. (How that's
another story RRCCI readers may hear
about one day). He draws a deep breath
and mutters the immortal words.

"Defore the convention is over "

I didn't believe him. HTL Deadlines
are like British Rail Timetables.
Rarely accurate and always late. I was

wrong. The 3.15 tron Outer Rutland
arrived at, urm, 3.15 and I begged the
first copy, hot of the press, for
review in HACCI. I'n glad I did. I was

shocked. It worked.

MOTHER HATES II
Hot my mother, well, not really. For
those of you who don‘t know, Mother is
my CPC. Mother didn't like it. She
refused to load it. Schneider was very
happy, she got to look at it instead.
Cue the opening titles, a rather

strange skit on some of the denos
which have cone over here from the
continent, complete with very odd

usage of the English language. Funny,
if you get the joke.

THE GRANNATICAL CONTENT

Let's be honest here.This is DTL we're
talking about and it does have
quite a lot of swearing in it. To be
honest, if it was a film, it would
rate a 15 certificate at least,
perhaps even an 18, but nothing that
you wouldn‘t hear in a city bar any
day of the week. However, most of the
time, it is kept a little more low key
than others I could mention (see last
month‘s review of Donut hag).

THE ARTICLES

Some of them seem a little out of
' date, perhaps, but lost of then are
interesting. 0n the more technical
side, as always, BTL is above
reproach, these people really do know

what they‘re talking about, even if
they do go at it with all the gentle
compassion of a rampaging bull
elephant in a seriously bad need.
its always, there‘s the quote

section, where people are quite
genuinely quoted, but everything is
taken out of context, as badly as can
possible be done.

“There‘s always a fine line between
moral decency and what I want to do"

— Peter Campbell

There's nothing better than sex,
except, perhaps, finding the last
bug in a progran.

- Philip hiRichIean

I can vaguely recall saying something
like that to someone, but how it got
to BTL I have no idea. I wonder what
Peter‘s reason will he? People had
better be careful what they say with
these chaps lurking about.

IRE CODING

The layout is almost identical to HTL

Two, which means it's excellent. The
music plays well, with a few different
tracks to keep people amused whilst
they're reading and finding out just
who is getting stitched up this time.

I have to admit that there were a

few coding bugs in BTL 2 which caused
it to crash occasionally. So far, III.
3 has behaved itself totally. This is
rather good of it really since it
means you don't have to keep loading
it every half and hour.

THE OVERVIEI

ks I said when I discussed ML 2 in
RACCI some tine ago, it you‘re
offended by bad language, then this is_
probably not for you. However, if your
humour is of the sort that is, shall
we say, more bawdy, then you'll
probably enjoy it.

I did enjoy it. I like a little
bawdy humour on occasion, so long as
it isn’t taken over the top and, if
there are swear words, they are, at
least, used in some kind of context,
usually to punctuate a joke (which I'll.
gets away with). I also don't object
to being the butt of a few jokes and
a dry comment or two about the HRCCI

headline fonts.
Go on, get a copy if you can and see

what it's really like. It‘s Public
Domain (almost) and is available from

anyone who has a copy (including
nyself and John Howley).

IACCI AND BETTER THAN LIFE
Do they like us or don't they, that is
the question? HTL do seem to spend
quite a while having a poke in the
direction of RRCCI but, then, didn't
we do that to Amstrad Action?

HTL really is the opposite of HICCI

in many ways and I, for one, an very
pleased that they are. The CPC world
is big enough for both of us and, to
be honest, I think we're both needed.
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mien our local branch of flixons closed,

'

SUPERCALC-Z
CHAMPIONED BYRON HOBDAY

they had a sale of outdated junk they
didn 't want to carry over and among the bargains was a copy of Superc'aJcJ for
the AW. My superior knowledge of computer stuff toId le that as it worked under
(PM i‘ t might ml! on the 6120 so I stusped up five quid and tank it nose.

IHAT'S III THE our
The box contained an envelope with the
disc in it and a half inch thick
manual. This appeared to be very
comprehensive and started off with a
Ten Minute Guide (TMG) which enables
you to set up a spreadsheet, play
around with the various formulas and

try its amazing flexibility. I dove
in. (Dove? That will upset somebody).

A loose sheet in the box gave the
installation instructions for the PCM,

i.e. load CPI“ and type $00256 which
done, it sort of loaded but went
haywire when I tried to use it, so it
was time to dig deeper. A DIP produced
eight files, two headed 302 but no
mention of 508256 or anything else
that Iade sense, but ended with the
message that System Files Exist.
Firing up Parades, . a whole host of

files appeared, among then the magic
number 506120 so going back to 0PM
and typing 506120 the program loaded.
Time to try out the TAG.

IAKIIIG THE BED [SPREADIIG SHEETS?)

This takes you through a trial
spreadsheet and explains the screen
layout, how to enter words and numbers
and the various formulas which can be
used. The spreadsheet consists of
16002 cells comprising 63 coldlns and
251 rows. After coxpleting the TMG

most people should be able to try out
something really useful, so, with
self-assessnent on the way, why not
start with income tax and amaze your
tax inspector. I an no tax expert so I
adapted an example fr0I a tax guide
and mucked around with the figures.
Fig.1 shows a typical screen. It has

a matrix of cells which are arranged
in rows (1 to 254) and columns (A to
MI). The width of each column can be

can be changed to suit the data.

The tax data were entered as shown

in Fig.1 which also shows the formulas
used to arrive at the percentages and

totals. The display of the forIulas
and the border can be switched on or
off. These are shown off in Fig.2.
The masterpiece can be saved to disc

in two ways. First, SAVE, to save the
screen to disk in the normal way ready
to be reloaded and worked on further.
Secondly, it can be OUTPUT to disc.
This saves the screen in ASCII mode so
that it can be loaded into a

wordprocessor and tarted up (Fig.2.)
Referring to Fig.1 the keen eyed

among you will have noted the 3 sign.
That is because the program is
American. You get the 5 sign
automatically when you want to show

Ioney in cash format i.e. xxxx.00. For

some reason the zeros did not
reproduce in the printout. It is not a

good idea to OUTPUT a screen in
formula mode because you get quite a

lot of garbage which has to be got rid
of when loaded into Protext.
Fig.2 was obtained fro: Fig.1 by

turning off both border and forlulas
and OUTPUTting. The file was then
loaded into Protext and the
underlining and 0 signs added. Pretty
neat, eh? It‘s great for altering the
figures and watching the entries
recalculate themselves.
There seems to be a problem with the

PPIMT command in 502. It should accept
printer codes under 'setup' but the
usual Epsom 21.xx.xx codes send the
printer berserk. The handbook lentions
Epsol M100 and gives an example for
condensed print mode. Enter cm 0 and

the screen does not display anything
but it works and you get condensed

print. Any feedback iron the experts
would be welcole.

. A z: 0:: C :: D

1:Income
2: t s

3:5a1ary 0773
izPerks 3537
5:1nvestment Bond

6: 2000 7 06/200kA6
12Tota1 Incole SUM(CS:CB)

Mzhess Pers. All 5000
9:Taxab1e Incole (CT-CU)

10:Tax Uand(1) C 20 3900 0101010/100
11:
12:1“ 0and(2) 025 ((10-010) 0121012I100
13:
lizTotal Tax (010+012)
15:1.ess Marriage A 15 3155 015*015/100
12:Tax Payable (014-015)
18:
19:
20:* Joint a/c. Wife non-taxpayer
Zl:
222Avrage nett Iomth incom (CT-011)]12

Income
0 1:

Salary 0213.00
Perks 3537.00
Investment Mend

11 2000.00 2 70.00
Total Income 12300.00
Less Pers. All. 5090.00
Taxable Incole 7200.00= 5

Tax Band (1)! 20 3900.00 780.00

3390.00 041.50
1621.50

Tax Band (2) E 25

Total Tax

473.25
£1154.25

Less Marriage A 15 3155.00
Tax Payable

' Joint a/c. Mite non-taxpayer

Average nett monthly imcole. £935.48

FIGJ F161
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Serve and Jonty with his Darkside. Ian
lleill was also in there blowing the
odd ROM or two. As expected all the
space was taken and the room remained
busy all day.

The Directors Lounge was a Iuch
different room. Here the room was laid
out with tables and chairs and Iembers
could sit and chat. The Bar also sold
soft drinks and coffee, so it was a

focal point for members to leet and it
was well used throughout the day.

“If LIITLE BOXES

We hired three Executive Boxes and
these looked over the football pitch.
Their normal use is not too hard to
guess. In these three boxes sone
important work was done. The first was
the "smokers Room" - well it's a free
world and if folks want to smoke then
that‘s okay by me. However, banishing
them to their own room means that Iy
world stays swoke free. huff said eh.

Fran/r heatherway and Ian Par/(er
in the ”MCI "office"

The second little box was the "WhCCl

office" which sounds a but posh (port
out starboard home) but it wasn't
really. Well how could it be with the
likes of Ian Parker inhabiting it all
day. Actually Ian did a splendid job
manning the "office" and sorting out

Richard and the hummylem doing their stuff

menbers requests for discs from the
various libraries. To the best of my

knowledge Ian only moved from the room

to buy beer, a man after my own heart.
The third box was used for

demonstrations and the like. In here
Brian Watson showed off his beloved
Protext. llrian also had the SHIT stall
next to Comsoft. Poor old Peter
Calpbell was delayed thanks to British
Rail, Railtack or whoever they are
now. Quite a few had had problems with
the railway systel so maybe we need to
rethink the convention for next year.

BT/l
RICHAHD All) TIIE BUIIIYIEII

They were all down for the day and in
fact we now know that there are all
least five of them. The all wore
similar T-sbirts with the same logo
on. It might be a little difficult to
tell from the picture so I'll explain

what the logo is. Over there is the ET

1090 as seen on your bills.

IIIE llllAIlllAVE

If you put (Dife into it you have the~
BTI. logo - original or what. still, it
was delightful to them all there
preparing another BTL, instalment
number three I think. I hope they say
nice things about me in it. bet they
will - don‘t you.

Johfy (The Ghoul) and .77?
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the date. Perhaps June would be a

better month, lore daylight hours, the
trains seen to be more frequent and

it‘s still outside the football season
(Is it?). The day might be changed to
a Saturday but then there would be no

market - is that right Angie?
We might aslo book another room

because of the real problems access
causes to the people bringing in

eguiolent for demonstrations and
sales. There is a room on the ground
floor that hngie wanted to show Ie but
we never managed to find the time to
do so. Hatch this space news on the
next convention.

AND FINALLV...

Overall, the day was a good one,
plenty of chatting, drinking, eating,
laughing and, oh yes, I had a black

Angela {with baby), Angie and [NIH (who?)

THE Ell) W
Unfortunately Jennie was due in work
at 5.00pm so the day sale to a end a

little sooner for me. He had to leave
at 3.00 to guarantee being back on
time. I had to slip quietly away
because if I'd have said goodbye to
everyone then I'd still be there now.
So to those I missed "I'm of now,

seeya next year."
It was a good job we did as we hit

the traffic leaving the open air
market and it took nearly half an hour
to get to the H6, a distance of no

more than two miles. still we arrived
back in hawarden as the clock on the
dashboard turn to 5 o'clock so she was

okay.

AFTERIATII
A couple of things perhaps need Loads a! 101k watching a Protert Dela
changing next year. The first thing is

eye which really gave Ielbers a good
laugh. How did I get it - well that
would be telling. I hope all hada
good journey home and have happy
melories of the day,

FOOTNOTE

Sadly it would appear that Richard
Fairhurst has lost his love of Do-muts
as I believe sales were down on the
day. Let's hope that his appetite will
improve now that he is in charge of
TC. I wish him every success with his
new role. ~1’an1.
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EILL,RDVE Fill/Copy sections of buffer
Vrite2COPY key Honours ‘address Iark

status
VRIEE Honours 'address Iark' status
SAVE Save sector buffer to a file
Quit: ESC

XEXOR CUSIOIERISATIOI
First use ”P, IRAS, REV, HEADS, USER,

DRIVE, SET AtypeDtype
Then SET will write these defaults to

the AEEOR disc in A:

XEXOR COMMAMDS

External connands (read fron disc
drive A) are indicated by .CHD

: or * connand [parameters]
Execute AEXOR couand (mm) in

.CMD file on drive A:

DACKDP ["brain_filena|e"]
[track[-track)] [Q]

Duplicate [part of] a disc. First
use DRIVE source,dest

Q quickens duplication if source is
in Alsdos forlat

CAT [drivenul or "filespec'1 [F]
Catalogue [selected] filenanes with

sizes A total/free space
F also shows systen (hidden) Files

COPY ['filespec“) [S] [V] [Q] [A]

Copy file[s].
First use DRIVE source,dest

S interactively selects files
(use Y,Il, COFV or ESC keys)

V verifies each file while copying
Conflicts: 0 asks whether to overwrite

destination file
A abandons copying of the file

The default overwrites the
destination file

DIR : Edit disk directory.
First use DRIVE source

v/o sets the file to Write/Read only
DIS sets the file to Dir/Sys
E erases the file

(sets user nunber to 229)
U unerases the file to the

current user nulber
C changes the current user nulber
R renanes the file
COPY writes the directory back to disc

D[RIVE] [source_drive) [,dest_drive]
Specify drives to be used

ILE. Load exchanges the weaning of the
paraleters

DIJIIP "filenane"
Display a file in

hexadeciaal/Ascii forlat

ERA "filespec" Erase filels]

EXIT

FILE ['filenane']
Restrict sector editing to those

Occupied by the file
Cancel this by using FILE without

an argulent

FILL start, end, filler (all in hex)
Fill [sone of) the sector buffer with

the filler byte

FIID text [sector_range]
Find a text string on disc.

First use DRIVE source
'lext string is case insensitive.

Use "'1“ as a wildcard

FORIAT [fern typ] [trk_range] [Verify]
Fornat [part of] a disc.

First use DRIVE source
Standard forlat types are

D (data), S (vendor), 1 (IDE)
For user forlat types D0..D9 see

PARAFORMELF l FORMIJSEDRLP

V verifies each track while forlattiug

HELP [topic [subtopic)]
.CED Display content of the help files
Topic and subtopic names can be

truncated to 4 characters
Exalple: DELP COME SUM)! or

EELP COMMAMD SUMMARY

Special inputs: Help on REAP

? Dedisplay the current topic
F Print the current topic

Return to previous topic
Return back 2 topics
Return back 3 topics

topic Display a subtopic
.topic Display a subtopic iron the

previous topic

IRFO ["filespec']
Display head details for the file[s[
Dsexoul, Filenale, Attributes,

Filetype[*=protected]
Size(her), Load_addr, Length,

Execute_addr

IMAS [paper_A_boxder) [,pen]

REV key_nulber , text
Define an expansion key D..31

LOAD "filenale' [,offset]
Load a file into the sector buffer

[at the hex offset)
First use DRIVE ,source

LOAD "fileuale" sector_range
Copy a file to the specified

destination sector range
First use DRIVE dest,source

(RE notice the paraleter order)

m ["filespec']
Display which tracks L sectors the

file[s] occupy

IIEIIJIS]
Alter xenu status.

llo paraleter toggles the status

[on/off]

[WE start_offset, end_offset,
dest_offset (all her)

Copy a portion of the sector buffer
to another offset

PRIIIT

Print the content of the sector buffer

PRIIT text

REII ”new_filena|e“ , I‘old_filenaae"
Renawe a file. First use DRIVE source

ROI “filenale' [drive]
.CED Create a file containing a

EPRDEable image of the Alstrad disc
R0)! 40015, Iodified to enable 3.5" and
5.25" drives to be fully used

SAVE "filenale"
Save the sector buffer contents.

First use DRIVE source

SAVE "filenale' sector_range
Save the disc sector_range contents

as the given filenaae
First use DRIVE source,dest

SCAM [track_range)
Display the sectors occupying the

specified track[s)
First use DRIVE source

SIECVOR] sector
Specify the sector to he used for

sector editing
First use DRIVE source ”RACE track
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THE REAT WA

WHO IS THE EDITOR?

MYSTERY

This month's cover says it all. At last, the truth can be known and, finally, the
greatest secret in the history of TAMI can he MN. The evidence is before our
eyes and the real facts can, at last, he revealed.

IT STARTED BEFORE TINE

Many years ago, before technology, let
alone the CPC, came to be known on
this world, an alien being arrived
from a distant world. For those in the
know, the Space/Tine coordinants of
this world are known as....

10-O-Tl-O-O-by-O-Z
The planet is known a Gallifrey, it is
the hone of the Title Lords. The most
well known example that we've heard of
has got to be The Doctor. Now, we have

proof positive that there is another
nenber of this species and he's been

editing TACCI for ten years.

THE FIRST BIT OF EVIDENCE

Then this Time Lord first had the idea
of NACCI, he knew that he couldn't do
anything in his true guise, so he
created the character of Jeff Walker,
the so called founder of ThCCl.
But he knew that people would soon

start to get suspicious of his never
changing features, so he would have
to change before they guessed. A quick
regeneration later and Steve Williams
appeared on the scene. Very strange
indeed if you ask me, something very
alien about that chap.
Anyway, as we know, the so called

incarnation known as Steve lasted for
quite a while, until, ageing and

getting tired, he regenerated into the
rather obscure figure known as Uncle
Clive Dellaby. how, notice the
profound technical knowledge of this
incarnation. No creature of this earth
could possibly know all of that stuff
about CP/M, it just isn't possible.
No, I for one cannot accept that a

mere mortal human could possibly have
such a diversity of knowledge [and
still have tine to play doxinoes).

ANOTHER CHANGE ON THE IAT

Having had such a technically minded

incarnation, this Time Lord knew, I

suppose, that we would all suspect
something if he didn't do something
different for his next appearance, so,
fading away into the background, he

quietly changed his form once more, in
the strange creation known only as
Paul Dwerryhouse .

Now, notice the sudden calmness, the
total change of character. Notice the
way everything was subtly different
yet remained the sale. Notice how he

pretended to use a PC for HhCCI when,
in fact, he was actually using the
master computer from his ThRDIS.

However, being a smart sort of time

lord, he knew that it couldn't last,
that someone would guess, so he needed
to change once more.
Only this time, Nr Editor made the

error which let the truth out, an
error which would lead the brave to
the truth and let the secret out.

THE LATEST INCARNATION

Do we really need any further proof.
Just look at the latest body that this
canny alien has chosen to use. Could

anything even remotely hulan pretend
to be something like Philip DiRichleau
I ask you? Examine the hair, the tall,
gaunt features. Nell, he's either a

Time Lord or a Vanpire. Either way,

he's not hunan.
Notice the vanpiric looks. They're

only to put us all off the scent. We

know what you are Mr Editor, we all
know now.

NOTICE THE TAHDIS

If you examine the cover this Ionth,
you'll notice that all five editors
are together, a direct contravention
of the Laws of Title. They should never
be all together at the same time, it
just isn't on you know.

And notice what they're within.
Isn‘t that the remains of the Tardis
that they‘re trying to clalber inside
of, damaged beyond repair by the
constant meddling of the Paul
Dwerryhouse incarnation in his
attenpts to get the central conputer
to do more and more of TACCI?

lHEITE DOES HE 60 NEXT

Eventually, he knows that we're going
to have to question him about it. he

knows that the secret is outkhat will
he do next? Will he deny everything,
or will he just change his appearance
again in an attempt to hide his true
identity? This remains to be seen.

AND SO, THE END

Alright, Hr Editor, we all know who

you are, we know what you are. All we

need to know now is, how are you going
to defend yourself? lire you going to
pretend to be human when we all know

you aren't? Get out of this one then
and no vanishing off in your tardis..

- - - A IACCI IEIBEH - - -
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TEFI INTERUIEH
vu=<nmrznnc-

DHVE STITSOfl
I was thinking the other day (a novelty I know) that the 1ast few interviews have
been rather retrospective. hothr'ng wrong with that, hut h’ht’t’r’ and the UPC do have
a future too. That '5 why I had a quiet word In have Stitson’s ear this nonth.

THE FIRST BIT

Dave has a 6128 with all the latest
gadgets, another which won‘t print out
and an Olivetti H20 PC ("An old one,
like me - but still going strong" he

says). have is also |arried with two

lovely grandchildren, both being
raised on 61285. This is a man who

prefers to take apart a keyboard than
play gales - and quite rightly so.

IACCI) What do you do career~wise7

Dave) I an a Social Worker, employed
as a Care Manager with the elderly.

l)IJo you have any interests or
hobbies other than your CPC, or
involving the CPC?

D) hobbies include being one of the
dedicated Plymouth hrgyll football
fans. Also with a colleague at work we

run a club for people with physical
and nental disabilities. We scrounge
old conputers and hopefully they work.
These old cowputers help the client
group to stilulate their minds.

I) why did you buy a CPC and what did
you use it for originally?

D) I first got involved with a

conputer back in the early 1980's,
before then I only knew what they
looked like through a shop window.

Yes, you've guessed it, it was an
hnstrad CPC 6128. It the tile I had Iy
own Insurance Brokerage business and
had a Girl Friday who used to do all
Ivy typing. Its the recession began to
take affect, I had to let her go.
Then a nice nan named Dave Lawson,

who used to run GMT], said "Get

yourself a colputer that doesn't cost
mega bucks." 80 Dave set of in his

tracks and purchased he a 6128, which
I still use. I think it cost about
£80. I only had Tasword and three
blank discs to start off with.

I) You are the Editor of your own

ragazine, CPC South West. Why did you
decide to start that?

D] It started just before hnstrad
Action closed. It didn't start out as
a Iagazine, only a newsletter. As lore
nenbers joined the group and offered
input it has grown into a bi-monthly
magazine.

I) What's with the nane "South West"?
Is it only those CPC owners in your
area of the country that can join?

0] lThe nale "South Hest" in CPC South
West cane about because every month,
reading Ilnstrad Action, I noticed
there weren‘t many CPCers from the
west Country. I wrote to AI and asked
then to put an advert in to enquire if
there where any other hastradees in
the West Country who would like to
start a user group. So when we first
started the group we all cane free the
South best, but menbership is open to
to anyone. be have nenbers in Northern
Ireland, Scotland, the Isle of Wight
and throughout the midlands.

I)th did you take on the GNU
library which is now part of CPCSH?

D) have Lawson wanted to give up the
running of the PD library and asked me

to take it on, which I did. I had no

idea about programming and many will
tell you I still don't, but the PD

library soon took off again which was

a great help to we. I learnt lore
about how the 6128 works and very soon

I was spending hard earned cash to
upgrade to a llonbox, ROMS, Multiface,
second 3.5" drive and so on.

I) Why did you volunteer to do your
section of the HACCI PI) library?

D) To help out the club members as
much as I can.

I) You were at the last HACCI

Convention, will you be going again
this year and are you planning to do

anything with CPCSH?

D) I shall be attending the HICCI

Convention again' this year. I‘m
usually too busy talking to everyone
that I can, so CPCSII will be there in

spirit with ne and the other nenbers
of both groups.

I] Like TACCI's own, the CPC South
West Convention in the llovelber of
last year was a huge success. Do you
plan another one this year?

D) Yes, we are having another get
together down here in the South West.
It will be held in Plymouth on the
26th of October 1996. I have suggested
to Master John and Paul that perhaps
we could run a joint CPCSH and HACCI

Convention at the same venue for
nenbers who can't get to Halsall but
could come to Plymouth. Contrary to
popular belief, the roads continue
after Bristol and we do have a train
service too.

THE LAST BIT

Thanks very much to Dave "Janner"
Stitson. If you are interested in CPC

South Post you can write to have, his
address can be found in Who's Hho.

Next nonths interview? I have no
idea since Philip seens to be printing
these totally out of order. ((l/rm,
yes, I an, and I wrote that last
sentance as we]! -Ph1‘11p))
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The 10th Eirthday Cake which was rather scruuy

ra.Evrn.so.oo.ux
It was also a pleasure to bump into
Ron lzett. hfter all the help he had

given so over the last two years or
so, it was great to be able to shake

his hand and say thanks in person.
It's strange but writing a letter or
talking on the 'phoue is not the sane
as shaking a hand that belongs to a

real person.

John practising his speech

A CUTTING SPEECH

Iind guess what, Angie had organised a
cake so we could have a cutting of
the cake cerenony and a speech fron
Chairnan John. Everybody gathered
round and Frank heatherway nipped in
with a big bunch of flowers for Angie
to say thanks tron us all. The cake
had the nanes of all five editors of
“CC! on it and even lore renarkable
was the fact that all five editors
were actually there. I don't think
this will happen again but who knows,
at least we managed it for the clubs
tenth birthday. oh yes, we all had our
picture taken so the day can be
relenbered forever.
John Bowley gave us a speech prior

to the cutting of the cake. Carol had
to take over nid flight due to the
fact that John was so nervous he
couldn’t hold the paper containing his
speech still. But well done John

anyway, if you are not used to public
speaking then it can be very
difficult.

The cake was then cut and everybody
had a piece. lie, I got a very large
slice because of the size of ny nane.
This I took hone and shared with all
the fanily, after all without their
help and support I could never keep
plugging away for HhCCl.

The Ila-not Stand

So thanks to all involved in
organising the day and those who

helped out on the day. The list is too
long to nention nanes and I do not
wish to hurt' anybody by targeting
then. Thanks also to all the nenbers
that turned up, thus naking the day a

great success again.
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THE
WACCI '96OONVENTlON

With Paul Dwerrghouse

to lost the convention started {very} early on the earning of the Sunday the 29th
of Septenber UM. For be it started sale nonths earlier. list that I claim to be
a big cog in the convention wheel but, as a 191119! of the happy wnccr crew, I do
have 1y role to play.

HIE BEGIIIIIIIIG OF THE HIE EIID

Convention '96 started for me with the
production of the tickets after
agreeing the date for the day with
Angie. After that all I had to do was

to send the tickets out on receipt of
your letters and bank the cheques. The

convention ended with the payment of
the invoice to Bescot Catering, to pay
for the room hire, once the day was

over and done.

II THE IOHIIIIIG

Its I said earlier, not being directly
involved with the setting up of the
day, I was not required to be there at
9.00am, so this year I had the luxury
of lie—in. Jennie came down for the
day with me and we set off at Him.
The drive wasn't a good one due to the
very heavy rain we encountered, which

all members see: to have net on the
day. Because of this we arrived 15

winntes late at 10.45aI but still we
did better than some...

Oil IIIE DOOR

The first person to be let was Bill
Hohan who Angie had volunteered to
hand out the name badges. The idea of
the badges is so you know who you are
standing next to and help break the
ice, it that was needed of courses

The rooms we had hired were
pleasantly full without the hustle and
bustle of last year. The allowed for
easy movement around the rooms and

space to stand and chat without being
in anybody's way. The very much

reflected the style of our second
convention and one with I personally
found Inch more comfortable.

SO INAT lEIIT 0N

Let me first of all start by
describing the various rooms we hired
and how we used then. First you must

remelber that the Bescot Stadium is
the home of Walsall Football Club and
its design does rather reflect that.

He hired two large roons, one was
called the Directors Lounge and it had
the necessary bar in it. The second
was called Swifts (don't know why but
a fan of Hl‘C might be able to answer
us) and it was the larger of the two.

The Swifts Lounge is where the
tables were laid out along each wall
for the various participants to
display their goods. This rooI
contained such bodies as am,
Comsoft, the Market Stall, Herline

Angela Cant and Billy (who?) and Angie’s little baby
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'PI’RAWWD’. As I had no printer,

pvRawoR
PYRAMID’85

Among the tapes that were with my first computer,
elderly word processor program that, it seems,

it was

I]
a second hand 45!, was an

nobody has ever heard of. This is
viewed and forgotten. After all, there

were more erciting things to learn, like aslriug my own name and age! When some
time later, I bought a 6125 plus, I transferred it to disc, just in case I did
get a printer one day.

PRE-AIBLE

Some two years later, (A couple of
weeks ago.), I had cause to telephone
Philip with a query. In the course of
conversation 'Pyraword' cropped up.
Philip expressed an interest in the
prog' resulting in me sending a copy
to Lincoln. When I called again last
week with another query, this time
about a manual~less printer, which by

coincidence I had at long last just
obtained, I asked his opinion of
'Pyraword‘. BIG WISTAKE!!: "Very

interesting. Write an article about
it." was his devastating reply. It was

at this point that I found out what a

persuasive chap Philip is. So here is
the idiot‘s guide to 'Pyraword‘. (Wot

written for idiots, but by one!)

AIBLE

The WP comes with a fairly
comprehensive manual, in the form of
'LESSOW' files, on the disc. These
lead one quite gently from basics,
through to print codes and printing,
with examples of the latter. When

loaded, there is a respectable 30k of
usable memory for creating files.
Creating and Editing files is simple.
All operations are carried out using
the cursor, shift, and {Control plus
alphabetic} keys. Normally the letter
being the initial of the operation, as
n (CTRI.+I} for Insert mode. The usual

WP tasks are catered for. Justify left
and tidy up text are performed by
’Resnaking'. What a lovely word!

Justify right is merely 'Justify'.
Block management is achieved by
marking the (Ii)eginnimg and (E)nd of
the block. It can then be moved,
copied, deleted, un-deleted, saved,

served on toast, or whatever.
Provision is made for marking and

finding of lines, also for word
‘Search and lleplace'. Changing a block
of text from all upper case to all
lower case, or vice versa is easily
done by typing the first letter of the
block in the required format, putting
the cursor on it, and pressing
{CTRLRG}. All operations are carried
out very quickly.
a useful device is the ability to

program the function keys to perform
repetitive, or tedious tasks by one
key press. These might be a word,

sentence, line of text, or control
sequences. Wine such 'Ieystroke
memories‘, each of up to 32 characters
are possible.
Having completed our Magnum Opus

what more can we (We?) do with it? Do

a word count? Simply place the cursor
at the end of the text and press
(CTIILHI) and there you have it in a

little window at the bottom of the
screen. Saving is probably a good
thing to do at this stage. This is
done in the usual manner so I will not
even mention it! Except perhaps to say
that this can be done with Data
Compression On or off. When 'OR' a

file is reduced by about one third,
which is not too bad on very long

files, I suppose.
Since we have shed all this Blood,

Sweat, and Tears creating the
Masterpiece, we might just as well
print it. (Where did this third person
come from?) With an Epsom compatible
printer this is unbelievably easy. Few

print codes are needed. In fact for a

simple file, none at all. More complex

files, requiring headers, footers,

THE UNKNOWN

WORD PROCESSOR

DISCOVERED BY
RAY POWELL

page numbering, etc are organised by

print commands in the left margin.
These take the form of back slash and

upper case initials. For example {\HD]

for headers, or [\DS} for double
spacing. Codes for underlining, double
strike, italics, etc can all be
embedded in the text. Once all codes
are in place, and a printer on line
(Hey! I'm really getting the hang of
this techno-speak!!), a press on the
numeric island decimal point initiates
printing. The same key also pauses
printing.

POST-MOLE

Pyraword then is a simple, easy to
learn, but efficient word processor
package that has the potential to
produce sophisticated printing. That

it never became as popular as, say
Protest is a shame. I like it. But of
course, sincei am a selfconfessed
idiot, new to printing, what do I
know? (I've got a manual now, by the
way, thanks to Merline-Serve.
(Plug!!)).

POST-POSI-AIBLE

When I started to write this
article(?), I knew nothing of word

processing, printing, or writing. 80

maybe I don't know a lot more now, but
I have tried. I am fairly new to
computing, and even ‘newer' to WACCI.

Those of you out there who think that
you can not write for the mag‘ should
try. Don‘t let Philip and the regulars
do it all. We all read and enjoy our
monthly dose of WhCCIWESS so get
typing. I am sure you can do better
than my poor effort. But that is not
going to stop me trying again
sometime!

((I was stunned by the speed that this
article arrived here. Thanks for your
efforts day, they are much appreciated
- and never let anyone tell you you
can’t write -Philip))
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WHERE]

So, in CLASS 1 we learnt some of the basic functions that control Hicrodesign+.
If you have been experimenting with the techniques used in Class I, you would
have quickly discovered that this is the whole principle behind anything you do
whilst using Idicrodesign Plus.

IELCOIE IO CLASS

In this class, we‘ll take a closer
look at sone of those features. On

loading ND+, you also load in an ICON

set, well, three actually. To access
these, on entering DESIGN node, press
the ENTER key. This brings up the ICON

control menu as nentioned in class 1

(page 25 of your last issue of NhCCI).
To see the three ICON sets, sixply
press f1, f2 or f3. ON, so they‘re
very sinple, I agree, but they don‘t
have to be the only Icons you use.
here‘s how to create your own ICONS.

eel /\

ICON DO THAT

Drop back into the MAIN DESIGN NEND

and click on ICONS. Don't worry, any
pictures you may have started are
safely stored in Irnolds RAN for the
tine being. In a second or two you
should find yourself looking at a grid
of 16x16 squares. Next to this a slall
clear square. There are two rows of
ICONS, the top row are 16116 pixels in
size. The lower row are 24x24 pixels
in size and can be used to create a
much greater detailed ICON. If you
wish to INTENT or ROTATE your
finished ICON, then sinply press the
ENTEN key to call up the ICON control
Ienu as Ieutioned earlier. The
functions are the exactly the sale as
previously nentioned.

ICON DO THAI AS IELL
when you have created a new icon you
lust keep it, or save it, in the ICON

menu. To do this simply press I,
naking sure you have the correct icon
window highlighted or a resounding
bleep will be thrown at you. Once you
have stored your ICON, you can drop
back into the DESIGN node and either
print to screen your new icon or use
it as a new FILL texture, as you see
fit. To fill with the correct texture
or ICON, use the f4, f5, f6 keys to
select between CLEAR, SOLID or
TEXTURE. Solid ICONS can be used from
these new sets by sinply pressing the
ICON...I key. Pressing the enter key
calls up the ICONS available to use in
nenory. Use the cursor keys to select
and then enter to go back to drawing.

ICOII PUT III (III A DISC

To save these new icons etc to disc
for future use, the procedure is as
follows. Drop into the NIH FILING

NENU, select destination drive All! by
pressing D. The standard USER is pre—
set at 0 but if you desire, this can
be changed by pressing U. Assuming you
only re-deslgned one set of ICONS you
then press key fl. You will be asked
to give a filenane. llenenber
silplicity is the watch word here, No

file extension is required as an .IC
extension will be added by Tim anyway.
If you have created a coxplete 1,2,3
set, then the sane routine as above is
followed, except that you have to
press is instead and then ND+ will
save the larger set out to disc. Ne-

loading any icon sets can be achieved
at anytine during working with NDo

naking multiple ICON loading a

blessing in the case of full page
productions.

DESIEN
ELLE-USS Z .man.

He! IUCN DISC SPACE?

Saving a screen which is less than
half a screen ((Janty, that only just
mahes sense -}’hiiip)), needn't take up
valuable, and in the case of three
inch, expensive, disc roon. Drop into
the LAYOUT NENIJ and select the BLOCK

option. Surround your design in the
wire true and then click it on again.
Three options becone available to you
now, they being

ERASE...E
IOVE....I
KOPY....K

Select N. You guessed it, this allows
. you to nove the design anywhere on the

page emulation. In this case, we want
it to be as close to the botton left
as we can get it. having done this,
you can now save out the design only
and not Ill-ION of empty screen
elulatlon. This procedure is advised
for two reasons: one, it'll save disc
room as I've stated already, but, nost
importantly, if you want to use any
designs in, or as part of another
larger design, less or no design
corruption will be likely to occur
when loading. ND+ won't overlay
designs as easily as other DTP

packages. If you happen to accidently
erase or select the wrong section of
the page elulation, then fear not as
a useful ESCAPE/RESTORE feature has,
happily, been inplilented into
NicroDesign. To un-select or re-select
at any tine, sinply press key I or the
decinal point on the function keypad.
This will either renove and restore
the designs last co-ordinates or, in
the case of copy or nove that nay
have gone slightly wrong, leave a
GHOST wire frane allowing for fine
manoeuvring.
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COMPOST-LDP
NHMNDTBMIHNH MJNUH Hill

Did those of you who cane (o the convention enjoy yourselves, we certainly did
and it was lovely seeing so Many of you again. lloll on new! year eh! Do you like
the new page header. I renenber suggesting dovleys Brainstorners to John a long
line ago but he didn’t like it. Now that Philip has renewed ii to that very title
so it is nice to see soneone else has good taste like we. NENSFLASH .'- The lucky
winner of the kosher is David flail. oh well .’ Parting is such sweet sorrow.

AllSlERS 104

Quiz One - The missing answer was
TAILOR.

nuiz Ilo - Kiosk, Skipper, Peril,
Leave, Avenge, Genial,
Lustre, Trend, Dusk/Dark.

Quiz Ihree — Ernie Huddick, Frank
Heatherway, HTL, John,

£3.99, 29/9/96, yes/no, Angie
Hardwick, Naccoflspheroid.demon.co.uk,
computer desk.

Finallord—He jumped out of an
aeroplane.

II INERS ROLL CALL

The £10 voucher and it Hit subscription
goes to:

3 8 Is! — .loIIn fledfern : 3

Pl] Discs go to:

t ‘ 2nd - Frank Star! 3 I
t ’ 3rd — Ilon Bore/Ia. t t
t 3 4M - Robert Drever 3 ‘

Nell done to you all and thank you
everyone for your lovely words of
encouragement.

0H thats that then so on with the next
lot of brainstorners.

QUIZ ONE - ALL SOUNNED UP

All but one of the words in the grid
can be grouped together into sets of
three by adding a shared prefix. For

example BALL, LINE L NETAI. can all be
prefixed by the word BASE. Now find
the other four sets and discover which
of the listed words remains unused.
Heres a clue - all the prefixes night
he stood upon.

:Ball : Show : Mother 2 Metal :

: Lord : Control : Sheet : Plan

: Board : Soil : Line : Norm

: Quake : Hark : Swell : Scape :

QUIZ IIO - IHO'S IHO?

The idea of the game is to work out
the name of the person. Each clue
given is a play on the persons
surname. All the people mentioned can
be found either in the Telephone
Helpline Directory or under who's Hho

on the back page.

E.G. A Nasterchef contestant = Arthur/
Angela Coo/r.

1) Gazza's Brother.
2) The snowmans friend.
I) Abirdkeeper.
4) The unbreakable candle.
5) The spiders lair.
6) Lady Penelopes Chauffeur.
7) Appearing upstairs or downstairs.
it) Harrods toilet.
9) Hr agony aunt.

10) One of 5 famous brothers.
11) When being knighted by the Queen.
12} A casseroled picture.

This Quiz was set by Andrew Lewis.
Thanks Andrew your prize disc will

be with you soon.

That's it then folks just the THO

quizzes for you this month. Yes I know

you all spotted the deliberate mistook
in the current issue but when John was

editing my work there were originally
three quizzes but he forgot to change
the paragraph titles afterwards. Sorry
for the confusion but at least it
shows you read every word I write”

PNIZES

First correct entry out of my hat wins
a £6 NACCI voucher. This can be

- redeeled at any time or can be saved
up and used with other vouchers for
something bigger if preffered. Pl]

discs as usual for 2nd, 3rd A 4th.

Your entries need to be with me by the
end of NOVEMBER. I know this is a
short tine but we want to give you a

bumper Christmas conpo for issue 107.

CONVENTION NEls
With regards to the raffle. The last
prize to be given was the computer
used by Jeff Nalker for the very first
issue of NACCI. A monument to be
desired by all I am sure. Nho won this
wonderful instrument of historical
value I here you ask. Hell folks ask
you may indeed, it was none other than
the bane of my winners hat Hob
Houston! Nell done bob your winning
streak is obviously still intact.

FINAL IOND
The third nost common cause of
conputer failure in Japan is rats.
They're attracted to the hum of the

power supply and often gnaw through
the cables. ((Seeya next month Carol»
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My second reason for writing is
this. Having at last acquired a 3.5"
disc drive from [who else?) TGA,I
found accompanying it a disc
containing MSBGG. As mentioned in the
current issue of HACCI, this, though
not as good as ParaDOS I understand,
is a very good has. Deciding to
transfer some programmes from 3" disc
tony new-found 3.5" discs Inoted
that after formatting the new disc I

must run it before running hSCOPY.

ThisI did and the screen told me

M5800 installed. Replacing the disc
with my copy master disc I endeavoured
to run HSCDPY only to be told
"HSCOPI.BAS not found". This, of
course, was somewhat disconcerting but
the 6128 was adamant. indeed the only
way I could persuade HSCOPI to run was
by resetting the computer. As this
expunged the installation of H5800
from the memory I was back whereI
came in. Can anyone tell me where I

was going wrong?

A personal query, if I may, Philip.
In the RAF we say "If it ain't broke
don't fix it". however, with your long
experience of disc drives, how often
do you suggest I should run a cleaning
disc through mine?
Again many thanks for your efforts,

long may you reign,
Yours aye,

Dennis Jordan
Salisbury

«Kr, hello hennis. hope you 're not
too disappointed that Philip ’s l‘air
Comment throne (though nothing else)
has been rudely usurped by a young
pretender. Too young to have Philip’s
encyclopaedic knowledge of disc
cleaners (mercifully) - my 664 has
survived years of being hashed about
and fed with dodgy discs without ever
needing one - but if you insist, once
per year should do the trick. I'd
stick with the Ithl‘ philosophy.
t/ded, a very good 1105? Are we

talking about the sane program? host
[152900 formats work by splitting the
disc into two areas: one is in
standard data format, and sets the t'Pt’
up to use the second area, which is in
the high—capacity 3.5" format. the big
Idea is that, when you switch on your
t'l't', you run the program in the data
format area, which equips MSMS with
the knowledge necessary to use all the
extra space available on a 3.5” disc.
Fine so far.
However, this knowledge then remains

permanently fixed in the t'lc’s memory
until you next reset the computer.
There is a way around it, which is to
type roar Handballti’h‘bltltllftiltlidw
HM .

hut switching between disc formats
like this is a pain (you don't say): a

program like Parades - which detects
formats "invisibly" just by looking at
how the information is stored on the
disc - is much better. ParaDUS also
has the advantage that its copy
utility, probably the best file copier
ever written, is accessible at any
time just by typing Mills".
of course, if there ’s anyone out

there who actually likes llStldd, please
feel free to write in so I can be rude
to you. [specially if you’re Phil
Craven. — kichard»

A DESIGN FOR LIFE
Dear Philip, In answer to Anthony
Jordan (p'l, issue 105), here is a
quick description of the hicroDesigm
.DR file format.

The file is a headerless file, so
has to be read using calls to ABCBO.

The article on page 21 of issue 75

will give you a few clues on doing
this if you are not sure. The first
two bytes of the file are the height
of the picture in character lines. The

first byte is the low byte, the next
is the high byte. If you loaded the
file at b.3000 then height :
Pithkilll)hfl)+256t PEEK(&3001), and the
number of lines in pixels is eight
times that.
The next two bytes store the width

of the picture in a similar way. The
width is the number of MODE 2

characters across. Then the picture
data follows straight on afterwards.
The data is simply the bytes needed to
POKE into a MODE 2 screen, starting
with the top left of the picture, them
working along the top line of pixels,
then the next line of pixels, and so
on. However, the data is compressed.
If the byte is zero or 255 (HP), then
the next byte indicates the number of
zeros or ”is to Phil: in. If that byte
is zero, that means you POKE 256 bytes
with zero or arr.
That's all there is to it. I hope

that's clear enough, if not, get in
touch and I'll send a program that
will read them in. My brother Stephen
and I had fun working out the format
when I wanted to put some of the WACCI

graphics on the World Hide Heb pages.
Stephen has written a little program
which converts .011 files to Acorn
machine sprite files.
Stuart Gascoigne Ientions the SCPC

emulator for Acorn machines. It is
very good indeed. The sound is pretty
well perfect and that is very hard to
get right.
It was nice to read that Philip is

getting the graphics in kACCI improved
though I don't agree with having to
use Hicroflesign. When Steve Williams

used to edit the magazine, there were
plenty of bits of graphics, but most
of them were hand-drawn. He used to
have a lot of very good hand-drawn
covers too.

By the way, if anyone knows how

Micronesigm font files work, I'd be
very interested to know.
I'd better stop here, as 1': not

sending this in on disc, and I don't
want to wear out the typist. (((loh, me

poor pimkies.’ . . Frank»
Matthew Phillips

Oxford

((l’ou beat me to it! That is, indeed,
the .hll file bunny - ta chuck. Just to
prove I can be of some use {ahem},
here’s how an .lt‘ font file works.
They’re normal binary files in which
the sprites are stored as you ’d expect
- first the top line (left to right),
then the next one down, and so on -
it ’5 just the order which is a hit
peculiar. First of all there are l]
mini icons / two bytes across, 16 rows
down}, then nine large ones (three
across, 24 down); this is then
repeated three times. It makes sense
if you look at how they ’re accessed in
liicrobesign.

As an aside, the easiest way to load
headerless (ASCII) files into memory
is with llaxam 1.5 's {roan command,
which cares not a hoot about filetypes
or rubbish like that. Mind your back
Mr compatibility, though.
Archimedes-using k’ht’t‘l-ites without

access to the Internet might be
intrigued to know that there are in
fact two t'PC' emulators available for
the machine, one by Mark kison and one
by Andreas Stroicae/r - aka face
Ilugger, the bloke who wrote dds-copy.
Similarly, there are at least three
for the Pt' Marco Vieth's well-known
t'Pt'dlld, dernd Schindt’s t'Pt', and a new
one by Richard 'l’araddS' Ililson), a
couple for the Amiga, and even one for
dnir. hmyone fancy preparing a few
discs for the P0 library?
last time I commented on I/ht't‘l’s

production I narrowly escaped a
lynching, so i 'll be restrained here.
but true enough, some of Otto's covers
were exceptional - such as ”('th
closes: a nation mourns". And why
tlicrodesigm across the t'hannel when

you can PowerPage? - Ilichard»

THAIES I SEVERII?
Dear Paul, Issue 101 confirms the fact
that you've written your last Thanx t
Stuff and relinquished the post of
Editor. Hell done! You'll be a hard
act to follow but I'm sure you will
see to it that your successors do not
let you down. ((1 hope that I won't
let anyone down -Philip»
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Secondly, congratulations on the
work you’re putting into the mag. It
does truly look different, and time
will show whether different comes to
mean better. but a salutary word, if I
may presume. I'igger is much in
evidence, quite rightly, because he
reflects an ego that believes itself
deservous of being much in evidence.
There's absolutely nothing wrong with
that, but 'Iigger night consider the
possibility that others have egos too,
and Hishlist contributors might feel
the teeniest bit peeved at the sudden
anonimity with which their works are
published. If you see what I mean.
Thirdly, using Hicrobesign .Dll files

in conjunction with Proclip. I think I

noted in an earlier issue that whereas
Hicrodesign won't accept .CHI‘ files,
Powerpage 120 will accept .Dll files,
albeit a little eccentrically. (If the
picture is above a fairly small size
it tends to chop it in half and print
the two halves the wrong way round
with one slightly offset, vertically.)
Nothing that can't be put right with a

bit of cutting and pasting, but odd.
In fact, when I've used Proclip, I've
done the bulk of my artwork on
Hicrodesign (eg, the heading of this
letter) and then transferred it to
Powerpage from which I've saved it in
.SCR format, which Proclip likes.
Pourthly, this is an odd idea but as

you've probably guessed from previous
correspondencel keep worrying about
Prospell and its dictionary and what
it hasn't got in it. Then, a week or
two ago, I heard a snippet on the
radio, that the average person's
vocabulary is between 30,000 and
40,000 words only. Hell, I thought,
Prospell on one hmsdos disc can handle
that number of words, no problem, so
if I had a dictionary disc that only
held my own particular vocabulary it
would be just about fully
comprehensive and a bit faster because
it wouldn‘t have to repeatedly
struggle through the thousands of
words I never use! How, it‘s no easy
task building a dictionary, but I have
about a dozen novel—length manuscripts
all spell-checked, so I used those,
disc after disc of them, building onto
a blank dictionary disc. And you know,
I still haven't reached 17,000 words
and now find myself adding new words
at the rate of a dozen or so every
chapter I spell-check — which Iwas
doing before with my almost-full
dictionary disc.
Finally, the sooner you get HACCI

produced entirely on a CPC the better.
The CPC is capable of producing high
quality stuff, limited only by the
relative hugeness of even mode 2

pixels, and headline fonts can be

designed (as yours have been, I see)
to avoid the worst excesses of
blockiness. I have designed several of
my own headline icon sets (one very
similar to the one you're currently
using) and always hear the limitations
of the machine in mind. That way
things turn out to look relatively
professional. Like the Spheroid Demon,
I know the CPC has limitations but so
have I and so even has 'ligger, though
rumour has it that Bunny's just about
flawless.
Anyway, that's it.

again,
Congratulations

Peter Rogerson
Hansfield Hoodhouse

«Good day to you Peter. I think that
the formatting of text by adding
spaces looks messy however it's done,
but we don’t really have any other
viable option. I think it’s going to
be down to personal taste rather than
anything else. So much of how a
document looks is personal taste so I
can both of your points,
So, h’ord Perfect is on the edge of

being a decent package, I recall
saying something similar about
Brunword once and ‘ almost getting
lynched for it.
l‘igger too much in evidence? Yup, I

think you might be right. hatter
corrected 1 think. I think I’ve
managed to shed of some of the
Tiggerishness from the magazine,
hissing out names on the headers?

This is going to happen on occasions
now, a good reason. It happened a
couple of months ago because I forgot
who wrote the articles. Sorry and all
that, but I can't get everything right
all the time.

To the headers, better known as 'h

Irishlist heview'. this means that it
was written (when there is no name
attached), by one of a handful of
people who have decided that they
don't want too much of their name
appearing in the magazine. I’m one,
Jonty Jones is another and Angela Cook
has sanctioned the idea as a good one.
There are a couple of others but
they ’d prefer not to be mentioned.
I don't know that much about spell

checkers anymore, unless they go by
the name of Frank heatherway. he has a
word-list that exceeds mine so I don't
usually get that many errors slip by.
Best of luck building your dictionary
though, you ’re going to need it,
that's for sure.

The production of i/ACCI is now
almost totally done on the CPC. the
adverts {all except Comsoft/ are still
done on a PC, but even that will
change. I/atch these pages for details
as they appear.

I do hope that funny is flawless,
because he’s just taken over l‘ar’r
Comment -Philip))

UIClEMI SIIIIEHS
Dear Philip, firstly I would like to
congratulate you on the great success
of the HACCI convention. Hell done!
However, spending twelve pounds on a

two and a half hour long coach journey
up to Halsall from London isn't much

fun, especially if you get lost on the
way, and don't arrive at the
convention until twelve o'clock.
Perhaps you could have a convention
down here in London to save me the
trouble? Imust also confess thatI
have sinned against HhCCI! He and my

friend forgot to pay the £2.00 entry
fee. Please forgive us, and I will
send a cheque through the post as I

pay my next HACCI subscription (due
this month). Now onto some questions:
1) Is it possible to use the
ColourDunp 3 page printer on any other
Epsom compatible printer other than
the Star series?
2) Would it be possible to place one
of your favourite games or utilities
on EPlloh (I seen to remember reading
in Ian Heill's EPROH series that it is
possible to put programs up to around
16k on EPROH) - could you get lots of
EPHDHS in order to contain a program
on to it?
3) Could some kind HhCCI member write
an article on Comms and how to use
your modem as I am completely baffled
as to how I can get it to work. Help
would be much appreciated.
I would just like to say some thank—

yous to Angela Cook, Peter Campbell,
and Bob Miller for their helpfulness
and kindness at the HhCCI convention.
May I also say how quick and reliable
0.] Software are, and I would
recommend them to anyone. Keep up the
superb work,

Yours sincerely
Simon Lucas

Hampton Court

«on Simon, how naughty you are, not
paying to get into the convention. Oh

well, to err is human and to forgive
is divine, so I 'll forgive because I 'm

just divine.
Colourdump 3? Just try it. The Star

printers are renowned for using
standard codes. I can't test it
because i don’t have a colour printer.

Games onto Eproms? l’es.’ You can even
blow ”SIC programs onto Eproms. I ’ve
had a response about the Advanced Art
Studio guery I made a few months ago,
but four rows is a bit excessive
really. [that I, personally could do
with is an art-pad that fits onto no
more than two. Any offers anyone?
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of soaeone guite a while back, I think
1 'd better return it tonorrow. Thanks
for the reninder, he 's been very
patient with be. how. [too did I borrow
it free? (Only joking tlalcoln}
Thinking about it, however, I can't

see how the Tab settings would effect
the printer directly. Ilse the [’1'
command to save out an ASCII file and
print that instead. All your tabs will
be in the right place but they'll have
been replaced by spaces. This will
also strip out all enhedded coanands
and printer control codes, so it might
not work totally for you -Philip))

EVERYOIE'S GREAT, EXCEPT .....
Dear Philip, Another Convention been
and gone and very good it was too. I

net some very pleasant people, lots of
older folks like lyself, and some of
my llllCCI heroes. Well done the person
who organised the gathering together
of all our previous Editors. It was

great to meet and chat to then. I am

looking forward to seeing some
photographs of them all fighting each
other. Incidentally, does anybody know
what happened to John Kennedy?

Hay I join all the other people who
have thanked and congratulated Paul
for the high standards of his
Editorship. He has worked really hard
to successfully keep up the high
standard of thCI, both the club and
the magazine. Thank you Paul for all
you have done and I hope we will still
see some literary contributions from
you. Even caustic letters about BIL
would be welcome! Thanks also to the
Dwerryhouse family for helping in the
HHCCI Distribution Centre for all this
time. His daughter is the best stamp
licker around. Hello Jennie.
Isn't it strange how people put

across a different image in print? I
let a number of people who I felt I

knew from PC letters and articles in
HACCI. Some of then were completely
different from the picture that I had
formed in my mind. Regularly in the
Convention smoking room 1 net a man
without a male badge who claimed to be
the present Editor. This person was an
obvious inposter. He was a cad, a
bounder and an ill-treater of ladies,
while, in the pages of HACCI, our
Editor is always a gentlelau.
Bgotistical perhaps, but a gentleman.
I didn't let meeting bin spoil my day.
Philip, your new headers are

absolutely awful! Is this what you
mean when you say that Jonty Jones
joining the editorial team will be
controversial? Does it mean that his
graphics are going to be as bad as his
headline font? You have succeeded in
taking perfectly clear headings and
making then almost unreadable.

Take a look at the front page VACCI

logo, a very readable large headline.
Compare this font with Jontys. Shadow

fonts need to have the letters well
spaced out to be in any way effective,
crowding thel together lakes thel hard
on the eyes. Surely, acceptable and
more professional looking headline
fonts are available for Micro Designe?
The COHl’o—SPLOT heading with added

wavy lines gives le an instant
migraine. lncidently, Colpo-splot is
not just a silly name, it's a
downright stupid one. Is it an attempt
at humour?

HACCI has always impressed by being
a very professional looking laganine
produced by amateurs. I know all new
editors like to put their own
individual touches to the magazine but
I'm a little afraid that you intend to
make changes for changes sake. Thanks
in no snail way to it's house style,
HACCI nagazine has had ten successful
years. Take care, our future is in
your hands.
Sorry to have to criticise. it's

this headache, you know. In case I an
over reacting I've just had another
look at the headers, Have to go now,
I'm off to find the aspirin!

Sincerely
Bob Houston

Runcorn

((hear Bob, the convention was great
wasn’t it and, I hope, the day was
enjoyed by all. I have no idea what
happened to John hennedy, I didn’t
know he was supposed to be toning.
Paul did a great job as editor. Only

now do I understand just what a task
it is. The work that goes into
creating h’ht't'l is huge.
I know, now, that the new headers

weren't that pleasant, so they've been
changed. Tlhat do you think of the
selection in this nonths nagaaine? let
be know will you, I 'n sure Jonty will
nodify it again if these aren't up to
scratch. I ’11 not naking changes for
changes sake. I ’n trying to get as
such of tlnt’t'l done on a t'l’t' as I can.
Coupe-Splat! The name wasn't of my

invention. others have used it on the
phone to no and I 've just decided to
use it. I 'a sorry if you thinks is
downright stupid, I don't think it’s
too bad. It ’s more interesting than
the obvious t'onpetition Spot. However,
no one can say I never listen; if it's
not acceptable to neabers, I shall
change it back again. It 's hard to
strike a balance that everyone likes.
[Intil now I 've have few coaplaints
about the nagaaiue. this month, oddly,
seeas to be full of them. I thought 1
night add that I designed the t’oapo-
Splot header, not Jonty.

h cad, a bounder and an ill treater
of the ladies? [then I first read it, I
thought you were being less than
serious, but in the context of the
rest of the letter I suspect you light
have been very serious. To which
ladies are we referring. The only
ladies with whon I can recalled having
any extended contact with are t'lare
and lugie. I think Angie would infora
le, guite bluntly, if I were behaving
less than acceptable and I know C'lars
certainly would. So, how have I
managed to becone so blackened? I
really would like to know.
hope your headache goes away very

guickly and that this lonths liht't’l
doesn't cause another -I’hilip))

IT IOULDI'T BE THE SAIE IITNOUT MII
Dear Philip, I regret that I cannot
commit the tile to producing a page of
original Protest-related material for
kHCCI each month, or even on a regular
2- or 3-monthly basis. However, with
the participation of your readers such
a PROTEXT page light be possible, so I
suggest an irregular PROTEXT feature
published when the available material
warrants it. I am happy to respond to
problems and queries, preferably sent
as text files on disc. The alternative
is to respond as they are published
in HACCI, but this can put up toZ
months delay. is long as no upgrade is
required or programming time is needed
to solve a problem, the only cost will
be the return postage.

The HACCU bulletin {which may soon
change its name to the PROTEIT

Bulletin for clarity) and the other
information files are revised and
updated periodically with certain key
information retained for newcomers, so
you will need to edit it down each
tile I send you a copy. It is free
from HhCCO/PROTEXT SOFTWARE upon
receipt of a disc (any format] and
return postage. Needless to say there
is no copyright involved, but an
acknowledgement of the source (as
being PROTHIT SOFTWARE and HACCO) frol
third partys who wish to publish it
would be a courtesy and appreciated.

The PROTEII' USERS CLUB is almost
what the non—paying lelbers wish to
make it, but all those involved in the
ownerships of the various versions
felt it would be better to keep the
managelent of the CLUB 'in-house' in
the interests of maintaining
standards.

It bulletin board and Web site are
proposed and in preparation. 'Hore
news as it happens."

Regards
Brian Watson

Hly
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NON ONTO THE NEIS
And there is a hit this month as well.
hrian Watson of MIT magazine has
announced that the publication is
going quarterly, instead of bi-monthly
and that the page count is going up.
However, the cost is also going to
rise to £3.00 an issue, or £2.00 if
you take out a subscription of ten or
more issues.
This is, I think, a very brave

decision from Brian and I hope that it
works out well for HIT. I look
forward to seeing what develops with
considerable interest.

CPI IS PUBLIC DONAIN

That's right, CPM is public domain
This is totally legitimate information
which means we can finally forget
about Vendor Format discs. You see,
the so called CPM tracks on the SYSTEM

discs (those are the ones with 169k
free when you first format them) were
copyrighted since they contained a

program. Hell, these have now been
thrown into the Public Domain so we no
longer have to send out CPN Public
Domain and have you install it
yourself. It was this process that
gave CPH such a bad name (the process,
at times, was not easy). Well, our own

pack of techno-Rats can now correctly
install the CPN tracks for you and set
certain discs so that the Auto-Load
without problems

TALKING OF PUBLIC DONAIN

I've run up a massive phone bill in
the last couple of months, calling
around Software houses and generally
make a nuisance of myself, trying to
find out just what the stance of the
Software Companies is, at the moment,
where piracy is concerned.
Basically I was told that, so long

as the program is no longer
commercially available, then no action
will be taken against anyone who takes
a copy, so long as no money changes
hands (this includes a copying charge
so Public Domain Libraries need not
apply). obviously, if someone were to
start selling copied versions of, lets
say, Elite or Pyraword (see this
months WACCI for further details on
this program), the companies would
complain but, the so called just
taking a copy from a friend, where the
Amstrad CPC is concerned, is no longer
considered to be piracy.

Now of this one we have to be very
careful. How do you judge if a certain
program is still commercially
available? If you have to ask that
question, then don't copy the software
in the first place.
Check the pages of NACCI, for

instance. If places like Comsoft or
the others Software Suppliers, are
still able to supply a new copy of the
program, then the program is still
commercially available and must not be

copied. That would be piracy.
The old Amsoft Games, incidently,

were mentioned directly and, as far as
Amstrad are concerned, you can do what

you want with then, copy them for and
wide. To quote the chap I was talking
to 'Amstrad have no interest in the
CPC, CPC Software or anything to do

with the CPC market. If you want to
consider them Public Domain, then no

one is going to stop you'.

NEXT MONTHS ISSUE

This is something we don't often get
in WACCI, actually being told what's
coming next month.

(

N A O C I

The Art and Design Special

Creating Graphics on the CPC

and
Desk Top Publishing

Get the general idea. So, how about
writing to Fair Comment on the
subject, either with comments or
questions. It should he a very good
issue indeed since a lot of work is
going into it.

STELLAR DUTPOST

Angela Swinbourne still has a few

copies of Stellar Outpost left if
you're interested. It's a very good
game and it's a very low price. The

final copies are on tape only and
rather than destroy them, Angela is
offering then to NACCI members ata
very cut down price. This is £1 with
38p package and posting. I reviewed it
myself not so long back and I was most
inpressed. Not had from acommitted
non-games player. So, go on, treat
yourself to a copy. You‘ll not be

disappointed. Advert elsewhere!!!

GETIING ALL NOSTALGIC

I'd like to share with you a quick
except from a letter that we received
not so long back back.
'the service is named Gases Finder

Service but yes, we also cater for
sore serious software and utilities. I
have thought about changing the name

but that would probably cause too nuch
confusion and I 'd almost have to start
Iron scratch — basically, we will
attempt to find any software. All we

ask if that people send as nany
details as possible to us about the
item required. The fee is £2 plus the
cost of the software, but we are owed

nothing until the software is found'
Sounds interesting, doesn't it. More

details can be got from the address
below. Be nice, send an SAE as well.

James Waddington
Sherwood Lodge

15 Drummond Road

Boscombe
Bournmouth
BN1 4DP

AND FINALLY

It's now three in the morning and it's
raining outside. I've just finished my

(mug of tea, Lapsang Soushong fora
change and the cigarette is crushed
but not quite out. A curl of smoke is
rising upwards past my monitor. There
is only one important think I now need
to know and that is this. What odd bit
of clip—art is Paul going to put in
this little box just here because I'm
going to leave it blank?

Nell, it made you think for a few
second, didn't it? Who ever said that
I wasn't strange wasn't accurate.

TOO LATE FOR IARNET STALL

Ian Tanner would like a Rombox and a

ProTert ROM. Anyone got one for sale,
then contact Ian on 01778 343236

AND FINALLY (AS THEY SAY)

A final thought for this issue. If the
world suddenly stopped spinning,
wouldn't we all be very surprised?
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12 COMPO—SPLOT........... Ni th a new header. ..
13 BETTER THAN LIFE...... The review. ..
14 MICRODESIGN CLASS 2... anty with Part Two...
16 PYRANORD.............. Reviewed by Ray...
11 SUPERCALC 2 ........... Cbming from Ron...
I! TAPPERS............... The Type-In is back...
20 MARKET STALL.......... And a little else...
22 THE CONVENTION REPORT. From Mr Black—Eye...
26 XEXOR EXPLAINED....... by Anthony Jordan...
29 THE COVER STORY ....... The secret is out. . .

30 THE ITGA INTERVIEW.... Victim, Dave Stitson...
31 WHO’S WHO. . Those to blame...

. who did the last cover..

THE BENEFITS OF WACCI MEMBERSHIP

* The best magazine for serious CPC users.
An INDEX of the above from issue 1 - 104.
Telephone HELPLINE (indispensable).
Bargain buys/wanted lists from the MARKET STALL.
Discount off goods from advertisers.

at

x-x-xtsx‘

Above all the advice, assistance and friendship
from other WACCI members.

BENEFIT list by Ernie (Wish List) Ruddick

List of PD discs, tapes, library books, services.

COPYRIGHT: HACCI 1998

Material may not be reproduced either in whole or
in part without the prior consent of the copyright
holders. "ACCI club members may freely reproduce
material for their own use. No payment can be made
for any material selected for publication.

PRODUCTION METHOD

NAch is created using Protext, Promergs, Prospell
and HicroDesign Plus on a CFC 6128 and printed by
an Epson Stylus 800 and an Epson LQBOO for all the
graphics. That's a lot of programs to learn....
HAOOI is printed and collated by: ProntaPrint!
134 Foregate Street, Chester CH1 1H3 01244 313222

NACCI is distributed by the Dwerryhousa family who
haven't explained how Paul got his black eye ......
NACCI: The club for Amstrad CPC computer owners.

FRONT COVER: (<It wasn't the BBC -Ph111p))

BOB MOFFATT, 01454 329575, Weekends only please.
Masteriile III, Mastercal, Qualitas and Protext.

FRANK FRONT, 01933 332197, 1:1. of Night, 4pn—10pm
VDE, CP/H, Protext and NACCI Services.

JONTY JONES, 01670 850254, 5pm-3pm, SATURDAY ONLY

Micron-sign, OCP Art Studio and Pow-rpage.
((Complein to him about HACCI graphics -Ph111p))

MALCOLM BRABBIN, 01502 716344, Suffolk
8pm to 119m but not Saturdays. Basic programming.

IAN NEILL. 01926 337708, 6pm to 10pm, Warwickshire
Eprom blowing, Hardware, Electronics and more.

MARK STEWART, 01773 822599, Helper, Bpm to 10pm,
PAN Adventure Creator, Basic and general help.

NIGEL MELLS, 01784 211734, Ashford, tape to disc
problems, Basic programming and a general natter.

MIKE LYONS, 01942 259942, Nigan, Basie, Stop Press
'Dk'tranics Speech Synth.

STUART GASCOIGNE, 0272 831361, Bristol, Basic,
Machine code, PD Discs 19 to 36.

JOHN HUDSON, 01484 423252, Huddersfield. Moll,
CPIH, Hordstar/Newword, dBASE, CP/M PD, CPC-PCN-PC

JOHN BONLEY, 01733 702158, Peterborough.
PDIBock Libraries and "ACC! OMBUDSHAN.

CLIVE JACKSON, Cobol, Basic, Bankman, Sorting,
File Handling and Applications programming.
37 Essex Road, Stamford, Lincs, PE9 1L6

RICHARD AVERY, Tasword 464, GPaint, Another World.
35 Marlborough View, Cove, Farnborough, GU14 9YA

NIC RAYMER, 0850 992747 (mobile) Manchester
CPC Emulators on the PC.

PHILIP DiRICNLEAU, 01522 511605, Lincoln
Microbesign, Protext, Printers, Word Processing,
BASIC and anything to do with Editing a magazine.
All day until 9pm (Notice new hours please)

ARTHUR/ANGELA COOK, 01903 206739, Sussex
Tape Library, Repairs, General CPC and Natter
All day till 10pm

DIE):
This help-line 15 provided on a voluntary basis by
club members to assist other members. [Hesse call
between 7pm and 9pm {unless stated otherwise.)
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